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Single Screw Extrusion Control: A Comprehensive Review and Directions for
Improvements

Chamil Abeykoon

aThe Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9PL, United Kingdom

Abstract

Polymer extrusion is usually a complex process, particularly due to the coupled nature of process parameters, and hence highly
prone to fluctuations. Although a number of different approaches have been attempted in research/industry over the last few
decades for extrusion control, it is still experiencing some problems in achieving consistent product quality. Presently, most of the
polymer processing extruders are equipped with PID controllers mainly for the control of the screw speed and barrel temperatures
in their set limits. It seems that only both of these controllers are commonly used as the major aids of process control to achieve
the required melt quality. Although, the quality of the melt output (i.e., a thermally homogeneous melt output which is constant in
quantity and quality over the time) is the key variable in polymer extrusion, only a few control techniques are available which make
control decisions by observing the actual melt flow quality. Therefore, the development of new control strategies which consider the
actual melt quality, perhaps incorporating industrially popular nonlinear techniques such as artificial intelligence, should be highly
valuable. In this work, a critical evaluation is made on the state-of-the-art of the previous control approaches in polymer extrusion
in industry and research while identifying their limitations. Then, some of the possible directions for future research and also to
develop an advanced process control strategy are presented by eliminating a few of the existing limitations.

Keywords: Polymer extrusion, Melt quality, Process monitoring, Modelling, Soft sensing, Process control, Fuzzy logic.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is obvious that the global energy demand has been in-
creasing rapidly over the last few decades. Meantime, it has
been predicted that there will be a scarcity of available energy
sources in the world within the next few decades and hence
the energy prices are continually increasing [1]. In general, it
is well-known that a significant portion of the global annual en-
ergy production is consumed for the transportation purposes [2]
and hence scientists are exploring ways and means to cut down
the energy usage particularly in the transport sector. Here, the
replacement of the conventional raw materials such as metal,
glass, wood, etc with the advanced polymeric materials with a
high strength to weight ratio has been becoming a one of the
potential solutions. In addition to the significant reduction of
weight, polymeric materials offer a number of other advantages
such as ease of forming into complex shapes, high tempera-
ture/chemical/impact resistance, high clarity, re-processability,
low cost, etc over other materials. Therefore, polymeric ma-
terials have become widely popular not only in the transport
sector but also in construction, medical, electrical and elec-
tronic, household applications as well. Under these circum-
stances, polymer processing techniques are becoming highly
important production methods in the industry. Among the poly-
mer processing techniques, extrusion can be recognized as one
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of the fundamental methods and hence the improvements of the
process monitoring and control will be highly useful for cater-
ing the growing demand with good quality products at low unit
cost. Moreover, such improvements should help to minimize
the process related common problems such as long downtimes,
waste of material, energy, labor, etc which offer several eco-
nomic benefits.

Polymer extrusion is usually involved in the final production
of many polymer products such as pipes, films, sheets, tubes,
rods, etc. It is also an intermediate processing stage in injec-
tion moulded, blown film, thermoformed, and blow moulded
products. An extruder is a machine which processes material
by conveying it along a screw and forcing it through a die at a
certain pressure. The screw is the key component of an extruder
and it has been divided into three main functional/geometrical
zones (i.e., solids conveying or feed, melting or compression,
and metering or pumping) which are generally based on the
primary operations of an extruder as shown in Figure 1. The
feedstock material fed into the machine through the hopper is
conveyed along the screw while absorbing the heat provided by
the barrel heaters and through process mechanical work. Even-
tually, a molten flow of material is forced into the die which
forms the material into the desired shape. In general, the main
function of an extruder is to deliver a homogeneous, well mixed
polymer melt at specified uniform temperature and pressure.
In order to accomplish this requirement, extruders are gener-
ally equipped with an efficient drive and a feed system, a screw
designed to melt and convey the polymer and devices such as
temperature and pressure sensors which are required to monitor
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Figure 1: Basic components of a single screw extruder

the system for troubleshooting and control. More details on the
process operation and mechanisms of polymer extrusion can be
found in the literature [3, 4, 5].

In spite of the significant improvements in polymer extrusion
field over the last few decades, process thermal monitoring and
control still remain an issue. Process operators have to face
challenges in achieving the required quality of the melt out-
put (e.g., melt flow thermal stability/homogeneity, consistency
of the flow rate, etc) with prevailing knowledge and technol-
ogy. For example, achieving good thermal stability is a key
to form high quality extruded products as thermal fluctuations
may cause to generate problems in physical and mechanical
properties of the products. Therefore, continuous and accu-
rate monitoring of the major process variables and also the use
of advanced process control strategies are highly invaluable to
form good quality melt output.

1.1. Importance of improved process monitoring and control
The key idea behind the process monitoring is to identify

inherent process problems and to develop strategies to con-
trol them, both through machine design and process operation.
Obviously, the performance of the process control strategies
depends on the accuracy and the quality of the process mon-
itoring techniques (i.e., depends on how good process prob-
lems are identified and understood). An accurate control can-
not be achieved if the process cannot be monitored accurately
[6]. Overall, process control relates to the selection and tuning
of processing conditions to maintain the process efficiency and
product quality for a specific material and a machine. In fact,
the main objective of any process controller is to achieve good
quality products while achieving a better process efficiency in
terms of the use of material, energy, labour, time, etc.

In polymer extrusion, melt output from the machines should
be uniform throughout the process (i.e., the uniformity of the
melt temperature over the time and temperature homogeneity
across the melt flow) to achieve good quality products. Tem-
poral thermal variations of melt output may cause to gener-
ate variations of melt pressure resulting in output rate varia-
tions, non-uniformities of optical/mechanical/chemical proper-
ties of the extruded parts, extrudate with un-melted particles,
etc [7]. In fact, process problems can occur due to the vari-
ability of processing materials [8, 9, 10], machine geometry
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and process settings [4, 8, 13, 16, 17].
Obviously, the processing problems attributed to the machines’

functionality (e.g., screw misalignments, vibrations of machine
parts, inaccuracies of screw design) have to be addressed at the
stage of machine design and the selection of optimum operating
conditions may be the most important factor to achieve process
requirements for a given machine and a material. In such a sit-
uation, having a process controller which can accurately detect
and control process problems is invaluable.

Although the quality of the melt output seems to be the major
consideration in polymer extrusion, it seems that no many con-
trol techniques are available which make control decisions by
observing the actual melt flow quality. This may be due to the
practical difficulties of monitoring the melt quality across the
flow cross-section without disturbing the melt flow. Presently,
most of the polymer processing extruders are equipped with
speed controllers (i.e., to maintain the screw speed within set
limits) and temperature controllers (i.e., to maintain the barrel
zone temperatures within their set limits). Both of these con-
trollers are commonly used as the major aids of process control
to achieve the required melt quality. The feedback for speed
control is obtained via instruments such as tachometer genera-
tors (i.e., a device which can convert the measured speed into
an analog voltage signal) while temperature feedback is usu-
ally obtained from the thermocouples attached to the extruder
barrel/die wall. In fact, the availability of a controller which
makes necessary control decisions by observing the actual qual-
ity of the melt (by using an appropriate measurement technique)
would be highly useful rather than maintaining the barrel set
temperatures and/or screw speed within their set limits without
obtaining any feedback on the actual melt quality. Based on this
background, further research to improve the process control in
polymer extrusion was timely and hence this study was mainly
focused on exploring possible directions for possible improve-
ments. Initially, a critical evaluation of the previous extrusion
control approaches are presented while identifying their capa-
bilities and limitations. Then, the current limitations relating
to the extrusion control are discussed while proposing possi-
ble directions for developing advanced control approaches for
polymer extrusion control.

1.2. Approaches in polymer extrusion control

1.2.1. Melt temperature and/or pressure control
Control schemes based on temperature and/or pressure have

been prevalent since the late 1970s. Several researchers at-
tempted to control the melt temperature and pressure as an in-
direct approach of controlling the melt viscosity due to the dif-
ficulties encountered in real-time viscosity monitoring. Melt
temperature control helps to avoid viscosity fluctuations (for a
consistent feed material) and thermal degradation of the mate-
rial. Stable pressure generation ensures a consistent mass flow
rate. Initially, several researchers used linear Laplace trans-
form techniques to develop control schemes relating to extru-
sion melt temperature and pressure via proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) algorithms. Later, some other researchers used
time series techniques for temperature and pressure control,
which are capable of developing more sophisticated models al-
lowing identification and control of process disturbances.
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a. Control schemes based on Laplace transform or time series
models

The first study on the dynamic extruder pressure was car-
ried out by White and Schott [18] in early 70s. Step and pulse
tests of the screw speed were performed and identified a sec-
ond order transfer function to represent the extruder by using a
Laplace domain representation of the input-output relationship.
The developed transfer function presented the extruder mass
flow rate in terms of screw speed and feed material changes.
Also, a step test of the feed material (i.e., by changing the feed
material) was carried out to determine the extruder residence
time and proposed that the control of melt pressure in the melt
conveying zone and/or the die would control the extruder output
rate.

Fontaine [19] developed Laplace transfer function models for
melt throughput, exit pressure and temperature to changes in
the back pressure valve setting, barrel heater power and screw
speed. A digital filtering method was used to filter the fluctua-
tions in the observed process signals rather than trying to con-
trol them. Then, a proportional-integral (PI) controller was pro-
posed for the control of die and adapter temperatures based on
the filtered process signals. Screw speed step changes (i.e., 8.15
rpm changes from an 85 rpm screw speed) were used to verify
the performance of the control algorithm. However, the useful-
ness of the proposed controller was limited as process signals
were pre-filtered to remove some of the inherent fluctuations
without considering the relations of these fluctuations with the
product quality.

Fingerle [20] attempted to control melt temperature by in-
troducing a special extruder modification. An annular section
of adjustable length was added at the end of the extruder barrel,
adjusting the length of the section was used to control the rate of
viscous dissipation in the extruder. The responses of melt tem-
perature and pressure to step changes in screw speed and the
annular section length were identified. Melt temperature was
found to be proportional to the length of the annulus but the
annulus length did not influence the pressure at the die. A first
order dead time temperature response were proposed to both
screw speed and length, and a second order pressure response
to screw speed. A controller was implemented with a PID al-
gorithm and gave good temperature control in comparison with
temperature control via heat transfer through the barrel. How-
ever, this control method involves complex modifications to the
extruder which may not industrially possible and hence may
limit its practical use.

Dormeier [21] proposed a PID control algorithm to regulate
melt temperature of an extruder with three heating zones. The
third zone heater input was used as the manipulated variable,
and step changes applied to the second zone heater were used
as disturbances for model identification. The controller was ef-
fective in regulating long-term disturbances but was not good at
regulating high frequency disturbances.

Muhrer et al. [22] proposed a cascade PI control scheme to
control the melt temperature by manipulating barrel zone tem-
peratures. Extruder dynamics were presented by a first order
plus time delay model. The proposed controller was imple-

mented on an extruder and its disturbance rejection capability
was tested by adding feed material property changes. The re-
sults showed that the controller was good in reducing the effects
of process disturbances on the melt temperature. Moreover, the
authors stated that the controller tuning has to repeat as chang-
ing the process operating conditions while re-determining the
appropriate process gains (i.e., proportional and integral gains
of the controller).

Chan and Lee [23], Chan et al. [24] and Nelson et al.
[25] proposed Laplace transfer function models (e.g., a first
order, a second order and a lead-lag) to describe dynamic re-
sponses of an extrusion process. Laplace transfer function mod-
els accounted for the basic type of temperature and pressure
responses with fitting of a phenomenological kinetic-elastic
model to calculate other required parameters. The kinetic por-
tion of the model accounted for the nonlinearities associated
with structural changes of materials while the elastic portion
incorporated with the elastic behaviour of the polymer solution
or melt. The kinetic-elastic model was found to be adequately
describe the dynamic pressure responses of the process but it
did not account for different responses caused by different mag-
nitudes of screw speed step changes. Also, the model assumes
isothermal processing conditions and requires detailed knowl-
edge of material rheological properties for its use in process
control.

Parnaby et al. [26] and Kochhar and Parnaby [27] mod-
elled the extrusion process parameters by using a time series
technique. Linearised models relating to small perturbations
of the screw speed were identified by observing correspond-
ing changes of the melt pressure and temperature at the die. A
control scheme was proposed to control the melt temperature
by manipulating the screw speed while melt pressure and flow
rate were controlled by manipulating the die restrictor valve
setting (i.e., not a common feature in extrusion). Simulations
were carried out to calculate the control actions necessary to
correct for drifting temperature and stated that the melt tem-
perature predicted by the model was quite close to the mea-
sured temperature. Moreover, the authors encouraged to use
feed forward or predictive control for extrusion process control
based on their results. Later, Hassan and Parnaby [28] used an
adaptive control approach to develop a model reference steady-
state computer controller. A steady-state model was identified
from linear regression of plant data to determine the desirable
melt temperature and pressure to produce the required output.
The process operator had to decide only the desired output and
upper melt temperature limit, the rest of the control variable
set points were continually set in-line by a pre-programmed
computer. Process errors were identified by the cascade con-
troller and manipulated the screw speed, restrictor valve angu-
lar position and barrel wall set temperatures via slave servo-
mechanisms to achieve the required plant output. Changes to
the wall temperature set points were implemented by a PID al-
gorithm. The authors claimed that the controller was able to
maintain the melt temperature within ±1% of the required lim-
its.

Costin et al. [29] used a time series technique to develop dy-
namic transfer function models between the screw speed and
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pressure and also to model the disturbances associated with the
extruder pressure. A digital PI and self-tuning regulator (STR)
algorithms were implemented to regulate the pressure by ma-
nipulating the screw speed. A number of screw speed step tests
were performed to estimate process time constant and to de-
termine the system linearity while various filters were used to
eliminate the signal noise. Filtering of the signal noise was
quite difficult and the implementation of the filter resulted in
changing of the process transfer function and hence affected the
controller performance. A combination of the STR and a filter
failed to control the process and the PI algorithm with a filter
gave relatively good results.

Germuska et al. [30] proposed an adaptive and multivariable
control approaches to control the melt pressure, melt tempera-
ture and extrudate thickness by manipulating the screw speed,
die heater power and the mass flow rate. The time series and
Laplace transfer function models were used to implement a
control scheme incorporating Dahlin feedback controllers (see
[31] for details on Dahlin controllers) to control the melt pres-
sure and temperature in order to maintain melt viscosity and ex-
trudate thickness to achieve product dimensional accuracy. The
proposed control scheme showed good steady-state control for
changes to melt pressure and temperature set points although
the extrudate thickness controller did not perform well due to
noisy thickness measurements.

b. Control schemes based on artificial intelligence techniques
Although artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are still less

popular in polymer processing industry, these are highly pop-
ular in some of the current industrial applications such as pro-
cess control in other industries (e.g., temperature, pressure and
level control, failure diagnosis and distillation column control);
house hold applications like washing machines and refriger-
ators; motor control in power industry; various automobile,
robotics and aerospace applications, etc [32].

Taur et al. [33] proposed a fuzzy PID temperature control
for extruder barrel temperatures with if-then rules and triangu-
lar shaped membership functions which exhibited good control
capabilities. Tasi and Lu [34] developed a single-loop fuzzy su-
pervisory predictive PID controller also for extruder barrel tem-
perature control. PID gains were estimated using a generalised
predictive control technique. A real-time algorithm was applied
to achieve control actions incorporating PID and fuzzy super-
vision. The controller set-point tracking performance was ver-
ified by experiments and successful results were achieved with
steady state errors of ±0.4◦C and a small overshoot. Yusuf et al.
[35] used fuzzy genetic algorithms in extruder barrel tempera-
ture control. The optimum shapes for membership functions
of a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) were found using a genetic
algorithm (GA). Simulation results showed that the optimised
controller gave a much faster settling time with no overshoot.
Ravi and Balakrishnan [36, 37] used AI techniques in extruder
barrel temperature control. The results showed that a FLC can
perform well with a lesser overshoot than a PI controller. An-
other work carried out by them [38, 39] found that a neuro-
fuzzy controller gave better performance than fuzzy logic and
PID controllers in extruder barrel temperature control. In fact,

all of these studies based on AI techniques have focused only
on the control of the barrel set temperatures in their set limits
and did not attempt to control the melt temperature.

c. Control schemes based on other techniques

Menges and Meissner [40] proposed three control schemes
to control the melt temperature of an extruder at the entrance of
the die:
(i). A cascade control scheme
(ii). A control scheme based on the heating energy at the last
barrel temperature zone
(iii). A control scheme based on the frictional energy which
was based on adjusting a conical shaped valve in front of the
screw tip.
A sensor which can make four radial measurements across the
melt flow (based on the method proposed by Leeuwen [41])
was used for melt temperature measurements. It was mentioned
that the first and the third control schemes gave satisfactory re-
sults. Of these two control schemes, the third scheme gave
much faster responses but was not industrially compatible as
they used a conical valve, which was not a usual industrial de-
vice, to control the melt flow. Moreover, the melt temperature
measurement technique used in this work was also undesirable
for industrial applications as it was highly disturbing the melt
flow.

Dastych et al. [42] proposed a robust multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) control and a decentralised discrete model ref-
erence adaptive control for an extruder. Extrudate melt temper-
ature and the temperature profile along the extruder were con-
trolled by manipulating corresponding heaters and the screw
speed. The MIMO controllers’ 3x3 model was based on
a linear-quadratic-Gaussian/loop-transfer-recovery (LQG/LTR)
method and it controlled melt temperature by manipulating the
power of the third and fourth barrel zones’ heaters. The adap-
tive controller was based on their previous work [43] and it
controlled the set temperatures of the extruder barrel zones and
melt temperature. The performance of both controllers was ver-
ified by simulation and the results showed that the controllers
can handle uncertainties and time varying or load depending
plant parameters better than typical PID controllers.

Mercure and Trainor [44] manipulated extruder barrel set
temperatures to control the melt temperature by using PID algo-
rithms. The time dependent partial differential equations were
used to formulate a first principle mathematical model of the
extruder barrel temperature. The heat required for polymer
melting was assumed to be negligible compared to the heat loss
by convection while making a few other assumptions on barrel
heat transfer and heat losses. The model parameter estimation
and the optimisation of the controller tuning parameters were
performed by virtue of software packages. The controller per-
formance was verified by simulation and the authors claimed
that it offered a number of advantages (e.g., reduced settling
time, automatic start-up and reduced down time) over conven-
tional controllers. However, the controller performance might
be affected by simplifying assumptions and the difficulties of
selecting the exact boundary conditions for solving differential
equations (i.e., boundary conditions may vary with time, tem-
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perature, materials, screw speed, etc).

Ng et al. [45] proposed a discrete control strategy for an ex-
truder gear pump arrangement to control the extruder pressure.
The controller was designed based on a discrete optimal regula-
tor solution and also included automatic dead time compensa-
tion. The sampling time of the controller was decided from an
automatic sampling time selection algorithm which was based
on an inter-sample behaviour. The controller performance was
evaluated by simulation and the authors stated that it gave im-
proved set-point tracking performance and disturbance rejec-
tion capability than an existing PI controller.

Lin and Lee [46] identified extrusion plant dynamics by a
least squares approximation associated with loss and covari-
ance functions, applied to a set of experimental data. The
authors used the data from Parnaby et al. [26] and identified
a single-input-single-output (SISO) third order state-space dy-
namic model. An integral observer control methodology was
proposed incorporating the proposed dynamic model, and the
extruder screw speed was manipulated to control the melt pres-
sure and temperature. The controller was implemented by us-
ing software packages (e.g., Matlab and Mathematica) and the
simulation results showed that the control of pressure and tem-
perature in the limits of ±0.5MPa and ±2.5◦C, respectively.

Previdi et al. [47] proposed a prototype feedback controller
for melt temperature and pressure of an extruder. Real-time reg-
ulation of temperature and pressure was achieved via two inde-
pendent outer SISO control loops (i.e., for output temperature
and pressure) and seven identical inner SISO control loops for
barrel heater temperature control. Each control loop was imple-
mented with a classical PID structure. The control scheme was
implemented on a laboratory extruder and tested by applying
step changes in the set-point of the output pressure (3 bar steps),
output temperature (10◦C steps) and material (i.e., by changing
the material density and material type). The results obtained
were better than the results obtained from a pump-equipped
extruder which did not have feedback control. In conclusion,
the authors stated that the proposed control system is a cost-
effective alternative for volumetric mechanical pumps while it
is also a robust and an accurate solution to extrusion process
control within required tolerances.

Recent work by Jiang et al. [48] proposed a SISO general-
ized predictive control (GPC) of the melt pressure at die out-
put and a MIMO GPC to barrel set temperatures. A pressure
model was identified via system identification to predict future
output of the controlled variable. Also, the structure of the bar-
rel temperature process model was obtained through theoretical
analysis and calculation. The results of the melt pressure con-
troller tracked the set point precisely. For the barrel set tem-
perature, a feed-forward controller was incorporated into the
multi-variable generalized predictive control (MGPC) to com-
pensate for the disturbance caused by the change in melt pres-
sure changes. The efficacy of the proposed control system was
verified quantitatively using the product diameter as the qual-
ity measurement and it was outperformed over commercially
available PID controllers.

1.2.2. Viscosity control

Revesz and Hubeny [49] proposed a closed loop viscosity
control scheme incorporating a torque sensor based viscometer.
The torque function observed was included two main compo-
nents: a viscosity-dependent component and a speed-dependent
component. The approach was to maintain the viscosity-
dependent component at a desired value by compensating the
speed-dependent component. A cascade control was proposed
to the PID controllers used in barrel temperature control. How-
ever, the control scheme was not verified either by simulation
or experiment due to some instrumentation problems.

Chiu and Lin [50] used an auto-regressive-moving-average
(ARMA) model to investigate process disturbances and pro-
posed a constrained minimum variance (CMV) closed-loop
controller to reduce the melt viscosity variations. An in-line
viscometer was designed and used to measure the viscosity of
polymer melts between the screw end and the die. A combina-
tion of a plant model and a disturbance model which were ob-
tained experimentally was used to develop the controller. The
screw speed was manipulated to control the melt viscosity un-
der constant temperature conditions. Simulation and experi-
mental results showed 39.1% and 24.3% reductions of viscos-
ity variance respectively with the CMV controller than an open
loop control method. However, the size of the screw speed step
change (i.e., 300 rpm) used for simulation was unrealistic and
also the reasons for the difference between experimental and
simulation results were not discussed. Another work by Chiu
et al.[51] and Chiu and Pong [52, 53] introduced a fuzzy gain-
scheduled PID controller (incorporating an in-line viscometer)
to control the melt viscosity by manipulating the screw speed.
A second order model related to the viscosity and screw speed
was empirically developed (i.e., from plant step responses) to
approximate the extruder dynamics. The desired PID gains,
response time and fuzzy rules were derived based on the pro-
cess responses to the screw speed step changes. The results
obtained from the fuzzy-PID controller showed a lesser over-
shoot and a faster settling time than a PID controller tuned by
the Ziegler-Nichols method. Overall, Chiu and colleagues at-
tempted a number of different strategies to control the melt vis-
cosity based on in-line rheometer measurements as discussed
above. Both ARMA and fuzzy logic techniques were applied
but the investigations were limited in scope. Screw speed was
used as the only manipulating variable. Both model develop-
ment and testing were limited to a singular step change at a
fixed operating point; these were not realistic of input manipu-
lation in practical operation. Also, they have encountered some
problems with instrumentation which affected the performance
of the proposed controllers.

Kumar et al. [54] proposed an inferential technique for on-
line viscosity estimation and closed-loop control for a polymer
compounding process which involves blending of two poly-
mers. A physics-based dynamic model was developed which
describes the dynamic effects of common process inputs (e.g.,
raw material feed rates, screw speed) on measured outputs (e.g.,
die pressure). The model was coupled with on-line viscosity es-
timation in a wide range of operating conditions including raw
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materials and composition changes. The accuracy of viscos-
ity estimation depends on the accuracy of the on-line measure-
ments of feed rates and the die pressure. The estimated viscos-
ity values were within the range of ±10% to the off-line mea-
surements made by a capillary rheometer. The controller was
aimed to reject the effects of disturbances (e.g., raw material
variations) or to track changes in viscosity set point for grade
changes with the same basic raw materials. A PI controller with
first order response was proposed to manipulate the feed com-
position to maintain the estimated viscosity at the set point. The
control scheme was implemented on a laboratory extruder and
tested with unknown raw material changes. The required feed
composition was decided by using ratio control logic to vary
the individual material federates while maintaining the desired
output. The authors stated that the controller performed well
over unknown disturbances and its efficacy depended on the ac-
curacy of viscosity estimation.

Several authors proposed viscosity control strategies [55, 56,
57] and also some other control approaches [58, 59] for reactive
extrusion which mainly uses an extruder as a chemical reactor.
Reactive extrusion differs from conventional polymer extrusion
methods, where synthesis is a separate operation and the ex-
truder serves only as a processing aid. As a result, most of the
control schemes designed for reactive extrusion process may
not be compatible with conventional continuous single screw
extruders and hence not discussed in this paper.

1.2.3. Other control approaches
Stevenson [60] used a statistical technique to identify sources

of fluctuations in the operation of extrusion lines. Cross corre-
lations among process variables (i.e., extrudate layer thickness,
weight, flow rate, surface temperature and line tension; screw
speed; barrel pressure) were used to estimate offset times and
to identify variables that were significantly correlated. These
correlations were compared to the expected correlation patterns
of usual process fluctuations. However, there is no clear men-
tion on how the expected patterns of process fluctuations were
determined. The author stated that the primary cause of short-
term fluctuations in extruders is the throughput surging. More-
over, he claimed that this study formed the basis for a novel
process controller to minimise the consequences of short-term
variations in extruder’s output.

Yang and Lee [61, 62] proposed an analytical flow model for
on-line control of profile extrusion. The proposed model was
used to calculate the effects of the die wall temperature on the
polymer melt flow. A dual single-loop feedback PI controller
and a multivariable feed forward controller were implemented
(based on two different algorithms) to compensate for set point
changes of extrudate shape and size, and load disturbances. The
extrudate size and shape were controlled by using the take-up
speed and the die wall set temperature, respectively. The au-
thors stated that the controllers were relatively good only for
controlling long-term disturbances.

Guo et al. [63] proposed a FLC which included two inter-
active schemes (i.e., active pattern analysis and adaptive fuzzy
control schemes). The pattern analysis scheme recognised the
current operating state (i.e., pattern) of the process. Once the

pattern was identified, the required control actions were se-
lected by the strategy selection model. The adaptive fuzzy
control scheme consisted of three sub-models associated with
different control objectives and these adjusted the fuzzy rules
and membership functions according to the dynamic behaviour
of the process. The controller was capable of maintaining the
product dimensions more stably within the required range while
rejecting the external disturbances rapidly.

Ohshima and Tanigaki [64] proposed a quality control sys-
tem for polymer production plants, which integrates optimal
control with on-line sensing and scheduling techniques. Re-
port by Kano and Ogawa [65] has provided a detailed descrip-
tion on the state-of-art of the control of industrial processes in-
cluding the use of soft approaches in process control. As they
claimed, ‘for the polymer production industries, the compet-
itive edge will come from the technology that excels in con-
trolling the polymer properties in a consistent way over the en-
tire plant and in maximizing the production performance while
keeping safety regulations’.

Jing et al [66] proposed new real-time energy monitoring
methods without the need to install power meters or to develop
data-driven models. The effects of process settings on energy
efficiency and melt quality were studied based on developed
monitoring methods. Then, a fuzzy logic controller was devel-
oped for a single screw extruder to achieve good melt quality.
The resultant performance of the developed controller showed
it to be a satisfactory alternative to the expensive gear pump.
Also, they stated that the energy efficiency of the extruder can
further be achieved by optimising the temperature settings.

A few other studies available in the literature have presented
techniques on process optimization and quality control together
with some useful information on polymer extrusion [67, 68, 69,
70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75].

2. Discussion

A summary of the existing major control approaches for con-
tinuous single screw extrusion (discussed in the above) is given
in Table 1. Here, the abbreviations, LT, TS and GA stand for
the Laplace transform, time series and genetic algorithm, re-
spectively.

2.1. Limitations of the existing extrusion control

Varying degrees of success have been achieved in the area
of polymer extrusion process control by the manipulation of
the barrel set temperatures and screw speed using empirical
modelling techniques. The control of melt quality and through-
put has traditionally been attempted by joint regulation of melt
pressure (i.e., for mass throughput stability) and melt tempera-
ture (i.e., for melt thermal homogeneity). In fact, the tempera-
ture and pressure control methods in polymer extrusion seem to
be well established than the other parameter control schemes.
Moreover, the melt viscosity control has also been considered
by a number of researches whilst some work attempted for
alternative approaches (i.e., apart from the temperature, pres-
sure and viscosity) in process control. Overall, the majority
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Table 1: Summary of the existing major control approaches for continuous single screw extrusion

Temperature and/or Pressure control
No Author/s-Year Model type Control method Comments on the controller performance/application
1 Fontaine [19]-1975 LT PI pre-filtering of signals may have influenced adversely on the controller’s performance
2 Fingerle [20]-1978 - PID an annular section of adjustable length was used which may limit the controller’s practical use
3 Dormeier [21]-1979 LT PID was good for controlling long-term disturbances but was not good for short-term disturbances
4 Muhrer et al. [22]-1983 LT Cascade PI controller’s tuning should be repeated for different process operating conditions
5 Chan and Lee [23]-1984, Chan et al. [24]-1986, Nelson et al. [25]-1986 LT - assumed isothermal processing conditions, needs the knowledge of material rheological properties
6 Parnaby et al. [26]-1975,Kochhar and Parnaby [27] -1977 TS PID used a die restrictor valve which may limit the controller’s practical use
7 Hassan and Parnaby [28]-1981 Linear Regression Cascade PID used a die restrictor valve which may limit the controller’s practical use
8 Costin et al. [29]-1982 TS PI, Self-tuning regulator (STR) a STR with a filter was not good but a PI controller with a filter was good in performance
9 Germuska et al. [30]-1984 LT and TS Dahlin had problems with noisy measurements

10 Taur et al. [33]-1995, Tasi and Lu [34]-1998 if-then rules Fuzzy PID to control the barrel set temperature, was better than a PID controller
11 Yusuf et al. [35]-2010 if-then rules Fuzzy logic with a GA to control the barrel set temperature, was better than a PID controller
12 Ravi and Balakrishnan [36, 37]-2010, 2011 if-then rules Fuzzy logic to control the barrel set temperature, was better than a PI controller
13 Ravi and Balakrishnan [38, 39]-2010, 2011 - Neuro-Fuzzy to control the barrel set temperature, was better than a PID controller and a FLC
14 Menges and Meissner [40]-1972 - Cascade PID temperature measurement technique and the conical value were not industrially compatible
15 Wiemer and Unbehauen [43]-1987, Dastych et al. [42]-1988 Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian Adaptive was better than a PID controller
16 Mercure and Trainor [44]-1989 Partial differential PID first principle models were based on the several assumptions which may lead to poor control performance
17 Ng et al. [45]-1991 - Discrete optimal regulator was better than a PID controller
18 Lin and Lee [46]-1997 State-space Integral observer simulation results showed good performance
19 Previdi et al. [47]-2006 - PID a cost-effective alternative for volumetric pumps
20 Jiang et al. [48]-2012 System identification Predictive was better than a PID controller

Viscosity control
1 Revesz and Hubeny [49]-1976 - Cascade PID used a torque sensor based viscometer and also the controller’s performance was not verified
2 Chiu and Lin [50]-1998 ARMA Constrained minimum variance in-line viscometer was used which may lead to melt flow restrictions
3 Chiu et al.[51]-1997, Chiu and Pong [52, 53]-1999, 2001 System identification Fuzzy-PID in-line viscometer was used which may lead to melt flow restrictions, was better than a PID controller
4 Kumar et al. [54]-2003 First principle PI an inferential viscosity estimation was used and the controller’s performance relied on its prediction accuracy

Other control approaches
1 Stevenson [60]-1989 Statistical approach - no clear mention on how the controller was designed
2 Yang and Lee [61, 62]-1988 Analytical flow PI, Feed forward was good only for controlling long-term disturbances
3 Guo et al. [63]-1993 if-then rules and pattern recognition PI was capable of maintaining products’ dimensional stability

of control schemes have been concentrated on transfer func-
tion models mostly in combination with PID approaches. Some
other work has used linear time-series regression techniques in
process disturbance rejection and control to achieve the pro-
cess quality requirements. Such linear techniques have demon-
strated some potential to reduce fluctuations in melt pressure,
temperature, viscosity or any other desired variable at a fixed
operating point but as the process is highly nonlinear, they are
not suitable for a wide operating range which applies in indus-
trial environments. Furthermore, the majority of the thermal
control schemes are based on temperature feedback provided
by wall mounted thermocouples. Therefore, it is a fundamen-
tal issue that the information provided by these thermocouples
is a poor performance indicator which is highly affected by the
metal wall temperature and provides no insight to the actual
process thermal information. Some alternative control tech-
niques (e.g., AI techniques) are capable of handling process
nonlinearities and only a very little work can be found in the
literature based on these techniques for controlling the barrel
set temperatures within their desired limits. However, these did
not consider about the melt temperature or melt quality con-
trol. Overall, a little work has been reported on melt tempera-
ture control based on nonlinear techniques while no work has
been reported based on thermal profile measurement (i.e., rather
than point/bulk measurements) techniques. Therefore, the melt
thermal quality control of extrusion is in need of considerable
future development to meet the existing production challenges.
Perhaps, the use of the techniques such as AI in melt tempera-
ture control, individually or jointly with melt pressure may be
desirable as they can handle process nonlinearities even without
having exact numerical details. Likewise, it would be good to
use thermal profile measurement techniques in process thermal
monitoring and control rather than point/bulk techniques which
are less in accuracy.

The development of viscosity control schemes has been ham-
pered due to the lack of suitable instrumentation and severe

throughput restrictions caused by the existing viscosity measur-
ing instruments although several work attempted a number of
different strategies to control the melt viscosity based on in-line
rheometer measurements. Therefore, it is important to develop
viscosity control strategies in polymer extrusion without involv-
ing in-line rheometer measurements or complex modifications
to the machine/die. Obviously it will be a challenging task,
perhaps soft sensing techniques would be able to provide some
novel approaches for inferential prediction of the melt viscosity
in real-time with reasonable accuracy. McAfee and McNally
[76] have recently purposed a potential approach for inferen-
tial estimation of melt viscosity in polymer extrusion which
may lead to develop a viscosity prediction based process con-
trol strategy.

Although, some other process control schemes (i.e., apart
from the temperature, pressure or viscosity control) have been
proposed with special modifications to the extruder, these are
not suitable for industry due to the difficulty or unsuitability
of retrofitting extruders for such modifications. Therefore, the
development of new control strategies with no complex ex-
truder modifications while having good capabilities of perform-
ing over process nonlinearities and disturbances within a wide
operating window is highly important. Overall, it can be sug-
gested that the control of the melt viscosity or melt tempera-
ture is the most appropriate approach for controlling the process
melt quality [77]. However, real-time viscosity measurements
may not be industrially attractive due to the possible flow re-
strictions. Moreover, the melt temperature control is also an
indirect method of controlling the melt viscosity. Therefore,
control of the melt temperature (i.e., with an advanced thermal
monitoring technique rather than using a poor point/bulk tech-
nique) would be the most effective/practical way of achieving
the required melt quality in polymer extrusion while serving the
rapidly growing industrial needs.
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2.2. A new approach for extrusion control
The typical variability of the melt temperature profile across

the die melt flow over different processing conditions was dis-
cussed previously by the author [3, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82] and
a few other researchers [13, 17, 83]. If the melt flow is fully
homogeneous in temperature, it should have flat melt temper-
ature profile across the flow cross-section under all processing
conditions (i.e., the ideal situation). However, these previous
works have confirmed that the process melt temperature varies
significantly across the melt flow cross-section. In fact, this in-
formation supports the argument that the most of the existing
thermal control methods based on point/bulk temperature mea-
surement feedback are not capable of controlling the temper-
ature variations across the melt flow as these point/bulk tech-
niques cannot accurately detect these variations. Therefore, the
study of the entire melt temperature profile as a measure of the
process thermal stability is more appropriate than a point/bulk
measurement to ensure good quality extruded products. Unfor-
tunately, it is quite difficult to measure a die melt temperature
profile within a production environment and the most of the ex-
truders are instrumented only with conventional wall mounted
thermocouples. These are highly affected by the barrel wall
temperature and also they are not capable of measuring a melt
temperature profile or detecting rapid variations in melt tem-
perature [3, 84, 85]. As alternatives to the point/bulk measure-
ments, some of the thermal profile measurement methods (e.g.,
a thermocouple mesh [83], a fluorescence technique [86]) have
been proposed, but these are not yet robust enough to use in a
production environment due to constraints such as their com-
plexity, limited durability, access requirements, disruptive ef-
fects on the melt flow and output, etc, although some of these
techniques have been used to gather valuable process thermal
information in a research setting. A detailed discussion on the
existing thermal monitoring techniques in polymer extrusion
was presented by the author previously [3, 77, 79]. Therefore,
it is clear that process thermal monitoring in polymer extru-
sion is still having poor performance and hence process control
techniques are also experiencing lack of performance. Here, a
novel die melt temperature profile prediction soft sensor which
was originally proposed by the author will provide a promising
solution [87, 88].

In fact, it is clear that not only the level of the melt tem-
perature but also the melt temperature variance across the melt
flow have to be controlled (i.e., in parallel with the level) to
achieve a better process thermal control. Therefore, the main
purpose of the development of a process controller should be
to select and maintain appropriate process settings to make the
extruder output melt flow temperature profile as flat as possi-
ble (i.e., to achieve reduced melt temperature variations across
the melt flow) while achieving the desired average melt tem-
perature across the melt flow throughout the process operating
period for a given machine and a material. As was revealed by
the previous work [13, 17, 79, 80, 81, 83], the screw speed has
a significant impact on the shape of the extruder’s output melt
flow temperature profile and these effects differ with the barrel
set temperatures as well. Furthermore, making changes to each
barrel zone temperature have different effects on the resulting

melt temperature at the output [5]. The majority of the exist-
ing thermal control strategies try to manipulate the screw speed
or barrel set temperatures (i.e., all zones together or individ-
ual zones) but not both at the same time. Moreover, it is quite
difficult for the process operator to determine in what quantity
which parameter has to be adjusted (i.e., manual process adjust-
ments) to avoid a processing problem as making changes to one
particular parameter change the effects of the all other parame-
ters and may generate another problem due to the highly cou-
pled nature of process variables. Therefore, a control strategy
which considers all of these process variables to make control
decisions would be highly effective.

In the selection of an appropriate control technique, all the
above mentioned issues have to be considered as the selected
control technique should be compatible with all of these re-
quirements. Overall, the key aim is therefore to develop a pro-
cess thermal control framework based on the temperature pro-
file measurements, which manipulates the screw speed and indi-
vidual barrel set temperatures together to reduce the undesirable
melt temperature variations across the melt flow while main-
taining the required average temperature levels. Obviously, this
type of controller would have to handle complex nonlinear be-
haviours of the process and conventional PID approaches may
not perform well over this type of situations. In this type of
work, use of a control technique like fuzzy logic may be advan-
tageous as a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) can handle process
nonlinearities with a set of linguistic if-then rules which do not
require exact numerical boundaries [32]. Likewise, Vlachopou-
los [89] and Rauwendaal et al. [90] emphasise that the suitabil-
ity of using of AI techniques (e.g., expert systems, neural net-
works and fuzzy logic) in the applications of polymer process-
ing industry to overcome the existing challenges in the process
modelling and control. Moreover, fuzzy logic techniques are
already used in a large number of practical applications such as
process control in other industries (e.g., temperature, pressure
and level control; failure diagnosis and distillation column con-
trol); house hold applications like washing machines and refrig-
erators; motor control in power industry; various automobile,
robotics and aerospace applications, etc [32]. As was discussed
previously in section 1.2, the AI techniques which were used
in the extruder barrel temperature control have performed well
over conventional PID controllers with a smaller overshoot and
a faster settling time. Therefore, it was anticipated that fuzzy
logic would suit for polymer process control as an outperform-
ing alternative to the commonly used linear PID controllers.

2.2.1. Fuzzy logic
Here, a brief but a complete description is provided on the

fuzzy logic controller design for the better understanding of the
reader as this technique has not yet been widely used in the
polymer process control. The idea of fuzzy logic was firstly
proposed by professor L. A. Zadeh in the mid 1960s [91, 92].
Then, the idea of fuzzy control emerged in the early 1970s, and
since then it has been becoming increasingly popular in process
control as well as other control applications [32, 93, 94, 95].
Apart from the possibility of handling process nonlinearities,
the other major advantages of rule based fuzzy logic controllers
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over conventional control techniques are:
(a). The tasks of the controller can be defined with multiple
rules without integrating into a single analytic control law.
(b). It is simple and linguistic rules can be defined with a basic
knowledge.
(c). It is not necessary to define exact numerical boundaries or
limits and a fuzzy logic controller can perform with qualitative
information.
(d). Low installation cost.

In general, fuzzy logic controllers are composed of four main
elements: fuzzy rules (i.e., if-then linguistic rules), an infer-
ence mechanism, a fuzzification mechanism and a defuzzifica-
tion mechanism. A block diagram showing a basic structure of
a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Basic structure of a basic fuzzy logic controller

Of the main elements of a fuzzy logic controller, the infer-
ence mechanism is extremely important. Three major inference
methods are available in the literature for the fuzzy systems
based on linguistic rules:
(a). Mamdani method
(b). Sugeno method
(c). Tsukamoto method

From these three methods, the first two methods are widely
popular within the control field [96] where the Mamdani
method [97] is the most common in practical applications [98].
In fact, one of the major differences between these methods can
be recognised as the way of defining linguistic rules. An exam-
ple which shows the structure of a linguistic rule in the Mam-
dani method is given in equation (1). Usually, the structure of a
fuzzy linguistic rule includes two parts called antecedent (e.g.,
the first part of equation (1) before ‘Then’ which is relevant to
the inputs) and consequent (e.g., the second part of equation
(1) followed by ‘Then’ which is relevant to the outputs). Each
rule’s consequent of the Mamdani method which is defined in
a similar way to equation (1) is called a fuzzy singleton. In the
Sugeno method, each rule’s consequent is defined as a constant,
a linear function or a polynomial. In the Tsukamoto method,
the consequent of each fuzzy linguistic rule is presented by a
fuzzy set with a monotonic membership function which is a
different way to the Mamdani and Sugeno methods. The ways
of defining each rule’s antecedent are usually similar in all of
these methods. Basically, all of these methods have been de-
signed to perform the same job but with different approaches
while fuzzy rules and fuzzy reasoning (i.e., an inference pro-
cedure that derives conclusions from a set of fuzzy rules and
other known information) are the key elements of any inference

mechanism. More details on all of these inference methods can
be found in the literature [98]. Moreover, a general description
on the fuzzy logic controller design is presented in the follow-
ing.

In the design of a rule based FLC, linguistic descriptions
should map into a set of conditions known as linguistic rules.
If ui and yi are the controller input and output variables respec-
tively, a general linguistic rule for a MIMO controller can be
given by equation (1).

I f ui,1 is Ai,1 and ui,2 is Ai,2, ..., and ui,n is Ai,n

Then yi,1 is Bi,1 and yi,2 is Bi,2..., and yi,m is Bi,m (1)

where Ai and Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., k) are the evaluative linguistic
expressions for ith rule, n is the number of inputs, m is the num-
ber of outputs and k is the total number of rules. The linguistic
rule shown in equation (1) uses ‘and’ to link the conditions in-
cluded within the rule (i.e., AND operator). Additionally, the
OR or NOT operators can also be used to generate rules. In
fact, a suitable operator has to be selected based on the problem
specifications.

After defining of appropriate rules to represent a system,
fuzzy sets are used to quantify the information defined by rule
base and this is known as ‘fuzzification’. The defined variables
can have differing degrees of membership of sets which can
vary between 0 and 1. The whole range of fuzzy sets is known
as the universe of discourse and each set within the universe
of discourse is called a membership function (MF). Essentially,
the designer has to determine the desired shapes of the sets and
the number of sets required to define a particular variable and
these selections may have some impact on the controller’s per-
formance [99]. Then, an inference mechanism should be se-
lected to carry out two basic operations: deciding the extent of
relevancy of each rule to the current situation characterised by
the controller inputs known as ‘matching’ and drawing the ap-
propriate conclusions to adjust inputs based on the information
given by the rules known as ‘inference step’. Finally, the de-
fuzzification step is carried out which could use a method form
the many strategies available such as centre of gravity and cen-
tre average (i.e., for implied fuzzy sets), max criterion, mean of
maximum and centre of area (i.e., for the overall implied fuzzy
sets). However, each of these methods contributes to select the
final output (i.e., to combine the rules which are fired together
within a particular time and to convert the information into a nu-
merical value to perform the control action) depending on the
inference technique selected. A combination of all of the above
steps provides the final control action for a particular control
problem.

Although fuzzy logic offers several advantages over conven-
tional control methods, there may be some challenges as well
in the use of fuzzy logic and a few of them are listed below:
• It may require prior and/or in-depth knowledge on the system
in defining rules.
• It is not certain that the controller covers all the situations that
can occur due to disturbances, parameter variations, noise, etc
(i.e., challenges in defining accurate linguistic rules based on
the available information about the process/plant).
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• It may be difficult to estimate membership functions.
• There are a number of ways of interpreting fuzzy rules, com-
bining rules, defuzzifying output etc., and hence it may be dif-
ficult to choose the most appropriate method for a particular
application.

In the design of a FLC, it is better to take all the possi-
ble actions to overcome these limitations for achieving the re-
quired/optimum performance from the controller. Further de-
tails on fuzzy logic and controller design can be found in the
literature [32, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99].

2.2.2. Model-based extrusion control with fuzzy logic
A possible novel approach of controlling the extrusion pro-

cess with dynamic process models and fuzzy logic is discussed
in this section. This can be considered as a combination of
model predictive and AI control techniques. Two possible ar-
rangements of the controller under this approach are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3: Extrusion control with a combination of dynamic process models and
a FLC
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Figure 4: Extrusion control with a combination of dynamic process models and
two FLCs

Here, ωsc is the screw speed and T1 − T4 represent the set
temperatures of different barrel zones. Moreover, Tv,max is the
maximum allowable melt temperature variance across the die
melt flow, M̄set is the set/desired mass throughput rate and Tm,set

is the set/desired average melt temperature across the die melt
flow. These set values can be selected carefully depending on
the process scope, limitations and stability. To determine the
actual values of these three variables, dynamic process models
can be used if they cannot be measured to a good accuracy by
using physical sensors in real-time. Then, three error signals
(melt temperature variance error: E(Tv), average melt temper-
ature error: E(Tm,avg), mass throughput error: E(M̄)) can be
generated as given in equations (2) to (4) and these can be used
as the inputs to the controller.

E(Tv) = Tv,act − Tv,max (2)

E(Tm,avg) = Tm,act − Tm,set (3)

E(M̄) = M̄act − M̄set (4)

where Tv,act is the actual melt temperature variance across the
die melt flow, M̄act is the actual mass throughput rate and Tm,act

is the actual average melt temperature across the die melt flow.
To formulate a dynamic model to predict the temperature profile
across the die melt flow, the method originally proposed by the
author [80] should be useful. Here, the same model can be used
to determine the melt temperature variance across the die melt
flow. Likewise, other required models should also be developed
based on the same modelling technique previously proposed by
the author [80, 100]. In general, the development of generalized
models is highly suitable as it allows to apply the controller in
a wide range of materials, machines and processing conditions

In the next stage, if-then fuzzy rules (as given by equation
(1)) can be developed by combining these three errors signals
simultaneously or by combining two of them together at a time.
If two signals are combined together, two FLCs should be de-
veloped and the combined output of them should be taken as
the plant input as shown in Figure 4. Here, a FLC or FLCs
can be designed according to one of the inference methods
discussed in section 2.2.1. For the development of a FLC or
FLCs, shape/range of the membership functions, range of each
universe of discourse (i.e., the whole range of the member-
ship functions of each controller input and output) and the ar-
rangement of their membership functions should be determined
carefully and the relevant details can be found in the literature
[98, 101, 32].

To obtain the feedback signal, a suitable physical or infer-
ential/soft sensor, or a combination of a physical and a soft
sensor can be used. Here, the major consideration should be
the sensor’s accuracy and its capability of providing a wide
range of information about the actual melt quality. As was dis-
cussed previously, most of the existing controllers use low ac-
curacy point/bulk temperature sensors to obtain their feedback
on melt/process quality. However, it is obvious that the infor-
mation provided by these sensors are limited to where they are
fixed and also they are poor in detecting rapid changes in melt
temperature. Therefore, it is important to use high accuracy and
reliable sensor which can provide a wide range of information
about the actual melt quality with a fast response time to ob-
tain the feedback, and this would help to achieve the optimum
performance from the controller. The soft sensor originally pro-
posed by the author to predict a temperature profile across the
extruder die melt flow [87, 88] should be useful in obtaining a
detailed and an accurate feedback, and hence to apply with a
process control strategy.

Although only three inputs have been used as the controller’s
inputs in this proposed approach (see Figures 3 and 4), more in-
puts can be added if suitable. Likewise, two or more FLCs can
be used in case of adding more inputs to the controller. Here, a
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proposal was made to use fuzzy logic in extrusion control and
it is highly recommended of using other AI techniques such as
neuro-fuzzy and neural networks as well, for the future devel-
opment of the extrusion industry. Recent work by the author
proposed a new process control strategy for polymer extrusion
using fuzzy logic and dynamic process models where the initial
simulation results are presented [102].

3. Conclusions

Control approaches based on temperature, pressure and vis-
cosity (individually or jointly) have been widely popular in ex-
trusion control. A critical evaluation of the literature on single
screw extrusion control showed that the majority of the existing
control techniques show some limitations in dealing with pro-
cess nonlinearities. Also, their performance have been affected
by the limitations of process monitoring techniques which are
poor in providing feedback on process operational/functional
quality. Some control techniques may have good performance
but they are not applicable in extensive industrial applications
due to constraints such as melt flow restrictions, access require-
ments, complexity, durability, etc. Therefore, further develop-
ment to the extrusion control is highly invaluable and timely
to improve the efficiency of industrial processes. In this work,
the importance of applying new control techniques to the ex-
trusion control is highlighted rather than the commonly used
conventional linear PID approaches. As a potential alternative,
an approach of using fuzzy logic with if-then rules and dynamic
process models in extrusion control is also proposed. This will
provide a promising approach for extrusion control which can
perform over process nonlinearities and within a wide operating
window.

4. Future Work

In future, the proposed approach will be used to develop a
novel controller for polymer extrusion control. An advanced
thermal measurement technique (i.e., without using a poor
point/bulk technique) which will allow to observe the actual
melt quality across the melt flow will be used as the controller’s
feedback. Furthermore, the new controller will be tested by
simulation and then it will be implemented on an industrial ex-
truder for evaluating the performance.
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